NMBHGC Minutes - July 7, 2016
Exec. Meeting: toilets/locations; handicapped porta-potty is being
obtained and delivered. Cost ~$2000. The BSA has yet to contact
Bill Raupfer on the Eagle projects.
General Meeting called to order by Tom Luker at 7pm, followed
by the Pledge of Allegiance.
- minutes from June read, approved by vote
- no Treasurer's report
- 4 new members intro.
- Tim- Orientation on July 9th at 9am. $30. dues for new
members, $20 in Aug. (20th); $10. in Sept. (10th) and Oct. 8th.
Old Business:
- Bill- flag poles are in with signs and flags from Fritz. Member
vote on changing which bays are open/closed in accordance with
the new flags for the different bays. 25 and 50yd bays are under
one flag, with the 100/200yd bays with a separate pole, flag and
sign. From Tim- how guns are handled at bays the issue.
Explanation: if a bay is closed, then no firearms (or ammo) are to
be handled at those bays involved. The rules of open/closed bays
pertains to each of the flag areas where the pole/flag is located.
[Try to park as close as possible behind the bay you are using]. The
members vote was an easy majority in favor of having separate
bays open/closed by separate flags. Two votes in opposition. We
now have the opportunity to shut down various bays
independently. Be safe.
- the Eagle scouts haven't got back with Bill on the covers for the

200yd bench.
- Bob- thanks to all for the help at the black powder clinic.
- Tom presented Bob with an engraved Bowie as thanks for all his
Rendezvous efforts over the years. Thanks, Bob!
New Business:
1. Connie- on July 22nd there is a Jr. Dep. Shoot ~11am to 3pm
and on July 24th a LASS Shoot, 1 to 4pm. 50 and maybe 25yd
bays used. Volunteers always needed.
2. Bob- has 22 tickets left for the Aug 13th NRA banquet
3. Diana DeCant for the Women's Shooting Connection have an
NRA grant for a steel target event for rimfire. They would like the
use of the range on Sept 17th and open to anyone/ no charge. Event
to run 9am 'til finished, using the 25/50yd bays. Rich Loomis
spoke about the group and safety rules, describing them as "a good
safe group" [in the use of steel targets and rimfire]. Proposal 2nd
and approved by member vote.
4. Gary Newton spoke about the web site being up and running,
being hosted by Go Daddy at $8.00/month and their question of the
account being paid. Karma's [expletive deleted] but affirmative
response was given. Jeremy Vanderburg and Gary will get together
on getting the site back up.
5. motion to adjourn 2nd and approved.

